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15th January| Spring Term 2019   

Words from our Headteacher 

Mrs Sarah 
Buist 

B.Ed (Hons) 

We were delighted to be listed in the top 100 Sunday Times  - Parent Power Report  

Dear Parents, 
 
It is hard to believe that we are already half way through the school 
year.  This has been another extremely busy half term with plenty going 
on.  Some of the highlights for the children have included the visit to the 
O2 which many of you came along to; various sporting fixtures against 
other schools and the Infant Chinese Dragon parade around the 
school.  All of this has taken place against the backdrop of some very 
changeable weather; teachers have taken every  
opportunity to incorporate this into the children's learning as you will 
read! 
 
We have also been very busy in welcoming many new and prospective 
parents to our school from Nursery upwards.  We had an extremely  
successful Open Morning and I have been meeting many prospective 
parents and their children and showing them our wonderful school. 
 
I hope that you enjoy reading about everything that has been happening 
this half term and wish you a relaxing week off. 
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MUSIC & DRAMA 

 
Juniors took part in the annual Young Voices concert 

at the O2 arena. The atmosphere in the arena was 

electric as over 8,000 children sang and danced  

together. Special guest artists included Tony Hadley 

of Spandau Ballet, Britain’s Got Talent star Beau  

Dermott and lead singer for the Basement Jaxx  

Sharlene Hector. After a voice message addressed 

to the children from Hugh Jackman, the concert 

closed with a Greatest Showman medley which left 

us all feeling inspired. 

Infants have been singing campfire songs in an effort 

to keep warm during these cold months and have 

been listening to, as well as having a go at, some 

new instruments including the Didgeridoo and Mr 

Clark’s Accordion. 

Class 4 have started learning the keyboard this term 

in our keyboard suite. Classes 4 and 5 are well into  

rehearsals for their production of ‘Jonah, a Fishy 

Tale’ which will be taking place at the end of this 

term. Classes 6 and 7 are now embarking on 

‘Mission Space’ for the rest of the term, responding 

to Gustav Holst’s ‘The Planets’ suite. This is part of 

the BBC’s ‘Ten Pieces’ programme, which  

encourages creative responses to classical music.  

Mr Clark 
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 CLASS 1 

Class 1 have been enjoying this term’s topic work, ‘ Houses and Homes’.  
 
Now that the snow has abated, the children are looking forward to a postponed walk around 
Great Park to look at all the different types of houses. They are keen to impress everyone 
with their  knowledge and ability to name correctly all house types, from ‘detached’,  
‘semi-detached’, ‘terraced’, ‘bungalow’ and ‘apartment’! 
  
Maths work, focusing on the theme of shape, has involved the children learning about the 

properties of both solid and flat shapes.  They have especially enjoyed programming the  

electronic Beebot to travel round squares and rectangles. 

Isobel and Jesse having fun programming the Beebot to travel around the square. 
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NURSERY 

Firstly we would like to welcome all the new children that have joined our nursery. 
  
We have been experimenting with different textures.  The children have enjoyed playing with  
pasta shapes and playdoh.  
  
We are busy creating our Spring collage.  We have painted yellow ducks and stuck coloured 
feathers on them. We have also painted apples and covered them with scrunched up tissue paper. 
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CLASS 2 

Class 2 have had a busy half term learning about Winter. They 
don’t seem to feel the cold, but we have found out about  
animals who do. On visits to Pre School 2, the children have 
learned to watch quietly from the window to see the birds  
feeding, and have made graphs to show which ones they saw 
in 15 minute watches.  
 
They have painted their favourite birds, and also hibernating 
hedgehogs. We braved the elements to observe the different 
types of weather occurring in Winter. 
 
In Geography we have been looking at even colder places. The 
children are aware now that it is much colder at the Poles than 
our country, and they have learned how polar bears and  
penguins cope. 
 
They have also enjoyed looking into the past through our castle 

topic, and on our red table they have created their own 21
st
  

century castle, complete with the United Kingdom flag! It has 

been a pleasure to watch them building together and  

creating stories. They have dressed up as knights, 

and even practised with toy bows and arrows. 
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French 

At the very start of this term, we very much enjoyed celebrating ‘la fête des rois’ - Epiphany, across the 

whole of the school in our French lessons. 

All French festivals are celebrated with an item of food!  Class 7 rose to the challenge of following an 
authentic French recipe for ‘la galette des rois’, the cake that is traditionally made for this festival.  They 
even made the frangipane from scratch!   

For those that are not familiar with the tradition, there is a hidden charm inside the cake (la fève).   
Whoever finds the charm in their slice of cake is declared the king or queen and can order their subjects 
around for the day.  A delighted Caitlin was this year’s winner.  Fortunately for Class 7, she was very 
kind to her subjects! 

Latin 

We have been focusing on our verbs in Latin and understanding how the verb ending reflects the  

subject of the verb and how verbs are conjugated (change).   

To reinforce learning we have enjoyed playing games particularly this version of verb declension Happy 
Families played by Class 7. 

LANGUAGES 
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At last Class 3 could take home the carousels they had been making in Technology. Everyone had 

a good time making their models spin but now we are super excited about building a light house 

with a real electric light and using pulleys to deliver lunch to the lighthouse keeper. 

As part of their work in Mathematics everyone used their times tables knowledge; repetition certainly 

helped us all to improve our multiplication skills with the 2, 5 and 10 times tables. 

 

CLASS  3 

We also enjoyed writing our own adventures for Miranda the Explorer and learning about the  
continents and the oceans of the world. Look out for a new display when we have finished using 
the computer to complete a picture to go with each story. 
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CLASS 4 

This half term we have been learning about the Ancient Egyptians. In class we have been looking at 
hieroglyphics and as well as writing a message we have also deciphered names of well known  
Egyptian kings.  Our new skills were then used in Art to create a cartouche out of clay with their name 
in hieroglyphics in the middle. 
  
We have also been learning about electricity. We learnt about how we can be safe around the home 
when using electrical items and also how electricity flows in a series and parallel circuit. The children 
really enjoyed opening a plug and looking inside and having a go at connecting the earth, live, and 
neutral wire in a cable. 
  
In English, we created dragons and a world for them to live in. We thought about what they would 
need to survive and what their habitat would look like. We wrote a newspaper report about a missing 
dragon and instructions on how to trap a dragon. 
All of us have thoroughly enjoyed it! 
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It has been a classroom of calm and focused learning after the excitement of Christmas.  We have 
been exploring the world of Fairy Tales in English, analysing the language content and composition 
of stories and creating tales of our own, often with some surprisingly inventive and modern twists on 
traditional themes.  In Maths, we have focused on the operations of multiplication and division,  
mastering concepts and problem solving as well as building fluency in times tables knowledge. 

In Science, we have discovered our green fingers by investigating the world of plants.  We have 
identified the parts and functions of a plant by observing the growth of broad beans over several 
weeks.  In groups, the class invented comparative experiments to examine the conditions plants  
require to grow and then developed this further to explore whether all plants require the same  
conditions by writing detailed observations of the desert plant – the Rose of Jerico.  We have also 
experimented with water transportation in plants by observing white flowers turn red when placed in 
water and red food colouring.   

CLASS 5 
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In History and Art, Class 5 have been exploring the world of the Anglo-Saxons.  They have designed, 
crafted and painted brooches from clay. 

In Geography, Class 5 have thoroughly enjoyed studying the growth of the tourist industry in Brighton 
from the industrial revolution to the modern day.  We have looked at key landmarks, transport links, 
maps and graphs to understand the importance of the growth of this town from its origins as a farm 
settlement.  We are looking forward to our trip on the train to visit Brighton and its Royal Pavilion  
before our half term break! 
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Class 6 have been working extremely hard in P.S.H.E learning about rules and Health and Safety. 
They combined this learning with their I.C.T. unit of work called ‘Communicating through text’, using 
the programme ‘Publisher’ to create some fantastic leaflets about road safety. They shared their  
leaflets with our very receptive Pre School and Nursery children, who also showed them how to ride 
their scooters and drive their cars safely. 

CLASS 6 
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CLASS 7 

This half term, Class 7 have delved into their River unit in Geography, learning about the Water Cycle. 
They enjoyed making a model of the water cycle to develop their understanding of how the cycle 
works. Class 7 have also developed their atlas and map skills when identifying where rivers are in the 
world and can describe the different parts of a river.  

This term, Class 7 have gone back in time 

studying life at home during World War 2. 

They have shown great interest in this topic, 

asking many questions while learning about 

the causes of the war and life as an evacuee. 

They are keen to continue this unit next half 

term, including a class trip to Chislehurst 

Caves.  

 

Class 7 have worked incredibly hard this 
half term carrying out the final 11 Plus  
examinations for their secondary schools.  
 
Well done for your hard work!   

In Art, the children have been studying the famous architect, Gaudi. Inspired by his designs, the  

children created decorative models of his work using clay and designed a collage of an animal, 

which you can see proudly on display.  
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The Infants carried out a Warlingham Park School tradition 
to celebrate Chinese New Year by going round the school 
dressed as a Chinese dragon - visiting all the classes. 

CHINESE NEW YEAR 
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FOREST SCHOOL 

It’s cold and muddy in Forest School at the moment, but it doesn’t stop the children from having a 

fabulous time continuing with their dens, whittling, climbing trees and learning new skills. 

This half term the children have been learning about fire and being taught how to use a fire steel 

safely to create sparks. We have also looked at how to get something to burn for longer. We are 

also watching the bluebell shoots slowly appear each week with great anticipation – it won’t be too 

long before the forest is in bloom! 
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Pre School 2 have been learning about Chinese New Year.  They created a Chinese Dragon for our 

wall display, Chinese fans, stencilled gold and red pigs and sampled Chinese noodles and Prawn 

Crackers.   

PRE SCHOOL 2 
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This half term in Pre School 1 our topic has been transport. We have learnt about cars, lorries and 
buses. We even got to go on the school bus and beep the horn!!! 
We got to become police officers for the week by making police hats and badges, we also learnt that 
police officers are there to help us. 

PRE SCHOOL 1 
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SPORTS REPORT 

This half term has been very exciting in the P.E department.  Mr Jennings has joined us to teach and 

support the boys from Classes 4-7 in football, tag rugby and cricket in the Summer Term. 

We've had a great start this term in the U11 football.  We have won and drawn a match against 

Bury's Court School and Collingwood.  Man of the match for the Bury's Court football fixture was Alfie 

Woodvine for perseverance and scoring the winning goal and Harry Gravett for scoring the hat trick 

and achieving great precision during the match.  Man of the match for the Collingwood fixture was 

Joshua Gerber for great tackling and tenacity during the game. 

We had an excellent result this half-term for the U9/U10 Tag Rugby fixture with two teams competing 

against Oakwood School.  We won both matches, the A team won at 4-3 and the B team won too 

with a massive 10-3 win.  The man of the match for the A team was Michael Jerrom for super spacial 

awareness during the game and fulfilling his role as captain for the team;  Alex Drury was man of the 

match for the B team for great attacking skills and understanding the game in its entirety.  I was so 

impressed with both teams commitment and sportsmanship during both games. 

The netball is improving week by week.  The U11 netball match against Collingwood was promising.  

We lost 16-8.  Player of the match was Toyin Bamiro for great defence and great improvement in her 

performance.  Since we started training in September 2018 with work and commitment from the girls 

their improvement and gelling as a team is showing already in all the games they're playing,  The 

netball club is proving to be a great platform for the close camaraderie and bonding of the girls as a 

team, which is an essential quality for a successful team.  The girls are learning to read the game 

well and improve their skills in how to play in their position effectively.  They are very keen and fired 

up to succeed as a team and I am very proud of them.  I feel we have the best to come. 

Hockey is proving to be very popular across all year groups in the junior boys and girls alike.  After 

introducing it formerly into the curriculum this Autumn term we have some very talented enthusiastic 

individuals in both age groups.  The U11 boys will be playing Bury's Court School in March, details 

will follow next term. 

As many of you are aware the 23rd Annual WPS Cross Country Event is looming, the excitement 

amongst the children is building whilst the training becomes more intense this coming week.  The 

event is taking place on Monday 25th February 2019 (first day back after half-term) starting at 2pm.  

We have this year in our 23rd anniversary event a record amount of schools 19 in total and 318  

athletes competing altogether.    We have 102 athletes in the U9 mixed event, 108 in both the U11 

Girls and U11 Boys races.  I am very proud of my entire cross country team for their sheer hard 

work, perseverance, tenacity and their commitment has been outstanding.  What particularly has  

impressed me are the Captains Cerys Spilsbury, Arthur Wilson, Michael Jerrom and Harrison  

Derbyshire.  They all show promise and have the qualities of being a good role model and  

commitment which are important qualities of a captain for  

the team. 

Well done to you all and good luck in all your forthcoming fixtures. 

 

Leigh Radford 

HEAD OF PE 
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Coming up next term! 

WPS Cross Country Event - 25th February 

Hazelwood Triathlon on Saturday 27th April 2019 

The Annual Swimathon Charity Event for our charity 

"Global's Make Some Noise"on Saturday 11th May  

Details will follow next term.......... 


